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STATEMENT OF THE CASE

i.

Nature of the Case

The nature of the case is quiet title and declaratory judgment sought by
respondents Mesenbrink in their complaint and by appellants Hosterman and Hubbard
in their counterclaim. The major issue upon appeal is the location of the ordinary high
water mark (OHWM) on Herman Lake, a small, shallow lake in the north of Boundary
County.
ii.

Course of Proceedings

On May 1I , 2004, complaint was filed by Herman and Carol Mesenbrink, owners
of property legally described as being in Section 28, Township 62 North, Range 3 East,
Boise Meridian, Bonner County, against Larry and Sachiko Hosterman and Deon and
Louise Hubbard, owners of real property in Section 27, Township 62 North, Range 3
East, Boise Meridian, Bonner County. Vol. 1, R., 9 - 14. The complaint also named the
ldaho Department of Lands as a defendant. Ibid.
Hosterman and Hubbard filed an answer on August 9,2004. R., pp. 15 - 19.
Defendant ldaho Department of Lands (State) filed an Answer and Disclaimer on
R., pp. 25 - 26.
September 15, 2004. Vol. I,
Hosterman and Hubbard filed an amended answer and a counterclaim on
December 14,2004. Vol. 1, R., pp. 78 - 40.
The State sought summary judgment with pleadings commencing March 24,
2006. Vol. 1, R., pp. 44 - 64. The Mesenbrinks responded in opposition. Vol. 1, R., pp.
67 - 79. After hearing on May 15, 2005, District Judge Steve Verby denied the State's

motion. Vol. 1 R., pp. 118 - 122.
Hosterman and Hubbard filed a motion for summary judgment with supporting
pleadings on February 6,2006. Vol 1, R., pp. 123 - 157. The Mesenbrinks filed
opposition. Vol.

I, R., pp. 158 - 191. At the hearing on March 8,2006,Judge Verby

denied the motion. Vol.

I, R., pp. 192 - 199.

On October 23,2006,a week before trial, the Mesenbrinks and the State
stipulated for the dismissal of the State. Vol. 2,R., pp. 215 - 217. Judge Verby signed
the order of dismissal on October 24, 2006. Vol. 2,R., pp. 218 - 219. The State had
earlier filed a disclaimer accompanied by a resolution from the State Board of Land
Commissioners removing Herman Lake as a navigable body of water. The effect of the
disclaimer and the stipulation for dismissal was that the beds of Herman Lake were not
trust lands in the ownership of the State. Title to the beds of Herman Lake was now in
the riparian real property owners.
The court trial, which had been set to be before Judge Verby, was on the
morning of the trial date on October 30,2006 taken by assignment of Judge Verby by
retired District Judge James R. Michaud.
I

Court trial ensued from October 30 through November 3,2006.After submission
of post trial briefs by both parties, Judge Michaud issued Findings of Fact, Conclusions
of Law and Order on March 8,2007. Vol. 2,R., pp. 281 - 302.
The Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law left open certain issues which were
subsequently resolved.

The Court dismissed the Mesenbrinks' claims of adverse

possession or prescriptive easement as against Hosterman and Hubbard, but left open

claims against the State. Counsel for the State was invited to participate in a status
conference.
That conference occurred. The State declined to become further involved and
neither appellants nor respondents sought further involvement by the State so that
issue went away.
The parties then entered into a stipulation predicated upon the decision of the
Court deciding that the Mesenbrinks had prevailed upon their claim that the Ordinary
High Water Mark (OHWM) of Herman Lake had extended into Section 27 at the time of
admission to statehood. That stipulation allowed for reliction according to the "Long
Lake Method" of determining riparian ownership for the Mesenbrinks property into
Section 27. The stipulation resewed all rights of Hosterman and Hubbard to set aside
the reliction if the judgment were reversed or remanded. Vol. 2, R., pp. 309 - 311.
Judgment was entered on September 21, 2007. Vol. 2, R., pp. 312 - 316. Notice
of appeal was filed October 19, 2007. Vol. 2, R., pp. 318 - 326. Order and Judgment
on Costs was entered November 23,2007. Vol. 2, R., pp. 327 - 329.

iii.

Statement of Facts

Herman Lake is a small, shallow, clear lake located in Boundary County a few
miles south of the Canadian border and west of the Montana state line. In 2004,
Herman Lake was located entirely within Section 27, Township 62 North, Range 3 East,
Boise, Meridian. Plaintiffs Exhibit 8.
Appellants Deon and Louise Hubbard own real property along the west, south
and on the southeast shore in Section 27. Appellants Larry and Sachko Hosterman

own real property below and west of the public road on the northeast shore and also
the north shore of Herman Lake in Section 27.
Respondents Mesenbrink own real property located entirely within Section 28,
Township 62 North, Range 3 East, Boise Meridian.
The Mesenbrinks in their complaint and at trial contended that when Idaho was

I

admitted as a state in 1890, the OHWM of Herman Lake extended across the section
1

line into Section 28, so that their property had been riparian to the lake.
Appellants expert witness James Meckel, PLS PE calculated the surface area of

I
I

the lake based upon the USGS map (Defendants Exhibit JJ) to be about 28.8 acres.
I

I

Tr., p. 849, L. 1 - 2. Mr. Meckel, using the contours from the same USGS map, found
the area of the watershed draining Herman Lake to be a relatively small 1.1 square
miles. Tr., p. 848, L. 25; p. 849, L. I.

I

Herman Lake is a spring-fed lake. Tr., p. 476, L. 7 - 16; p. 904, L. 6 -9. The only
blue line showing a tributary into Herman Lake is depicted with lines and dots which is

I
I

the symbol for an intermittent stream that does not flow all year long. Defendant Exhibit
JJ.
From any perspective, the case of Mesenbrink is founded entirely upon the
investigation, report and testimony of Michael M. Folsom, Ph.D, Department of
Geology at Washington State University. Tr , p. 399, L. 8 - 17. Dr. Folsom's specialty
and expertise has been in definitions of wetlands with some 350 technical studies
based on field evaluations to be given to government agencies primarily in Washington
with a small number in Idaho. Tr., p. 402, L. 11 - 25.

Dr. Folsom had testified only in three court cases and none of his work in or out
of court had involved determination of the OHWM on any lake anywhere. Tr., p. 507,

I.Dr. Folsom did not Use ldaho Definition of OHWM
Dr. Folsom did not at Herman Lake find ". . .the line that the water impresses on
the soil covering it for sufficient periods to deprive the soil of its vegetation and destroy
its value for agricultural purposes." Tr., p. 507, L. 17 - 25; p. 508, L. 1 - 7. ldaho Code
$58-104 (9). Defendants Exhibit 00. Instead, Dr. Folsom identified nine differing
OHWM definitions from federal agencies, other states and cities and publications.(') Dr.
Folsom was of the opinion that what he found at Herman Lake on the ground met the
definitions in lndiana and Wisconsin rather than ldaho. Tr., p. 488, L. 24 - 25, p. 489, L.

1-2.
Judge Michaud interrupted Dr. Folsom and in a brief exchange showed a
willingness to substitute the lndiana and Wisconsin definitions in the belief that the most
recent ldaho case on the OHWM, In re: Sanders Beach 143 ldaho 443,147 P.3d 75

h he U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, National Ocean and Atmosphere Administration
(NOAA), Indiana Department of Natural Resources (Indiana DNR), Wisconsin Department of
Natural Resources (Wisconsin DNR), Washington Department of Ecology, Professor Patrick F.
Randolph, Jr., UMKC School of Law, Yakima Urban Zoning Ordinance, Surveying and Land
Information Science, June, 2004, Florida Supreme Court caseTilden v. Smith (1927) and
Montana Legislature, Big Sky Fishing Commission. Plaintiffs Exhibit 27.

(2006), had done away with "impressed upon the soil:"
Dr. Folsom:

THE WITNESS: Indiana D. N.R. Differences in the Character of
the Soil and destruction of terrestrial vegetation or the defeat
of vegetation as it attempts to colonize into areas that's too
wet.
And Wisconsin D.N.R. last line fifth paragraph change in
vegetation Iwould say difference in vegetation or other
recognizable characteristic.
As I recall, most of them have a phrase that identifies this
contrast line between upland vegetation and hydric.
THE COURT: Idaho departed from that concept when they
spoke solely upon a depression upon the soil sufficient to
deprive it of vegetation and destroy its value for agricultural
purposes.
THE WITNESS: Yes. Iunderstand that that's a somewhat
different emphasis.
THE COURT: And it looks like they change that definition in
Sanders Beach and pretty much have done away with the
limiting definition.
p. 489, L. 17 - 25; p. 490, L. 1 - 6.

Dr. Folsom's conclusion that the OHWM of Herman Lake was at the identical
level of the south meander corner on the section line placed by Albert Oliver in 1899 is
based upon four premises:
The first line of evidence, as Dr. Folsom used the term, was topography, an
abrupt break in the slope caused by soil erosion. Tr., p. 407, L. 15 - 25; p. 408, L. 1 25~p.409,L.1-25~~.41O,L.1-4~~.411,L.12-22.

This second line of evidence was soil profile. The change is from a mineral soil
made of decomposed rock material upslope to organic soil composed of partially

decayed road preserved plant materials downslope. Tr., p. 413, L. 1 - 16
The third line of evidence was hydrology. Downslope shows evidence of soil
saturation which is not present upslope. Tr., p. 413, L. 17 - 25; p. 414, L. 1 - 17,
The fourth line of evidence was vegetation, but for Dr. Folsom the vegetative test
was primarily for trees. Tr., p. 421, L. 22 - 25; p. 422, L. 1- 9.
For Dr. Folsom the strongest evidence of the drop in the lake level 40 to 50 years
ago was in the Black Cottonwoods and the Birch. Tr., p. 421, L. 22 - 25; p. 422, L. 1 18. Dead Cottonwoods and Birch upland and live Cottonwoods younger than 43 years
were proof that Herman Lake had been lowered making the sites drier and killing the
upland trees. Tr., p. 445, L. 2 - 25; p. 446, L. 1 - 25; p. 447, L. 1-25; p. 448, L. 1- 14.
The Folsom Report has this conclusion:
16.
The fringing stand of cottonwoods and birches is a zone of water
demanding riparian vegetation that was thriving and successfully
reproducing when the old shoreline area was reliably wetter, as recently as
40 to 50 years ago. Since then the vitality o f the riparian species has
diminished, apparently because of decreasing water availability.
Plaintiffs Exhibit 13, p. 6.

The published data on species of Black Cottonwoods and Birch is contrary to Dr
Folsom's opinion."'

2

Addendum No. 3 copies of publications that include this information:

FLORA OF THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST
SALICACEAE (Black Cottonwood)
2 a. . . Ivs not notably cartilaginous-margined; along streams and lakeshores or in
moist regions occ in better-drained soil away from water; Alas toBaja Cal, both
sides Cas, to sw Alta, w Mont, Wyo, and Utah; black c. (P. balsamifera var.
californiac, P. hasfafa); closely related to the more e and nP. balsamifera L. p. 65
Betula L. Birch

7

..

2 a.
moist, open to dense woods oflowl or lower mts; Alas s, mostly ECas,
except in nw Wn, to ne Ore, e to Atl coast and s to n Ida and to Mont, Colo, la, Ill,
and NC; paper b.; 2 vars.

USDA NRCS NATIONAL PLANT DATA CENTER
Black Cottonwood, populas balsamifera L. ssp. frichocarpa.
Adaption
Black cottonwood grows on alluvial sites, riparian habitats, and moist woods on
mountain slopes, at elevations of 0-2100(-2750) meters. . .It grows on a variety of
soils from moist silts,gravels, and sands to rich humus, loams, and occasionally
clays.
* * * * *
PAPER BIRCH Befula papyrifera
(See color photos of Birch in Addendum 3
Landscaping & Wildlife: Befula papyrifera is commonly used as a landscape tree
for it's striking coloration. It is a desirable ornamental to be planted around homes
and public buildings, in parks, and on campuses.
2

Adaption

White birch is adapted to a variety of soils. It grows best in well-drained acid,
sandy or silty loam, in cold soil temperatures and ample moisture. It is not tolerant
of drought, compacted soils, or areas with high air temperatures. This species
grows best in full sunlight and is very shade intolerant. It does not perform well in
harsh conditions or heat and is not tolerant of pollution.
MOSSES, LICHENS & FERNS OF NORTHWEST NORTH AMERICA PHOTOGRAPHIC
FIELD GUIDE, p. 93.
Campylium stellatum.

-

The sequence, from pool to hummock, isscorpidium scorpioides Drepanocladus
revolvens Campylium stellatum Tomenthypnum nifens. Campylium stellatum
forms lawns and mini-hummocks, however expect your feet to get wet when you
collect it.

-

-

2.

Folsom: Manmade Event Lowered Lake

In response to attorney Featherston's question, Dr. Folsom tied the event of
dramatic lowering of the lake level to an event occurring 40 to 50 years ago that
reduced the amount of water available.
Mr. Featherston:

Q.

Dr. Folsom, you have consistently today testified to
evidence in the vegetation, the aging of the trees both
upland and downslope from this line as suggesting an
event al~proximatelv40 to 50 vears aao that reduced the
amouni of water available at (hat point?

Dr. Folsom

A.

Yes, I think, that's what the evidence shows or the onset
of a difference.

Q.

The onset of a difference?

A.
It may have been an event. It may have been just the
point of difference between an earlier episode of higher lake
and the current episode of dryer lake margin.
Q.

And that onset point is when?

A.

It's in the vicinity of 40 to 50 years ago.

And that's based upon the aging of the trees
Q.
at the vegetation line?
A.
It's based on the aging of the Cottonwoods and on the
aging of the Lodge Pole Pine.

Tr., p. 501, L. 21 - 25, p. 502, L. 1 - 14
None of these four lines of evidence met the vegetative test in Idaho Code $58-

Reed: Q.

There obviously is no evidence of any line being impressed upon the
vegetation in Exhibit "U"?

Folsom:

A.

Line impressed upon the vegetation?

Q.

.

Line of water that destroyed the vegetation?
It has not been destroyed. Right. That's correct.

Tr., p. 513, L. 5 - 18. Seealso,Tr., p. 507, L. 1 7 - 2 5 ; p. 508, L. 1 - 7 .
I

Dr. Folsom placed his higher lake level at the toe of the slope as identified on the
I

Hoisington survey. Tr., p. 534, L. 10 - 25; p. 535, L. 1-3. Plaintiffs' Exhibit 8. Dr.
Folsom agreed that the area south of the green l~nein Plaintiffs Exhibit 8-B, being the
toe of the slope shown on the Hoisington survey, would have been covered with water

1

in 1899 when Oliver did his survey Tr., p. 535, L. 5 - 13.
The green line - toe of slope - extends eastward 280 feet. Plaintiffs Exhibit 8 A.
Tr , p. 536, L. 21 - 25; p. 537, L. 1 - 2. When Oliver came to set the south meander

I

corner, he then turned 90 degrees and went one chain - 66 feet - to the west and then

I

traversed 14 chains north and then returned east one chain to set the north meander
I

I

corner Plaintiffs Exhibit 1 Based on those measurements, Oliver and his crew would

I

have been traversing across the lake if it was at the level claimed by Dr. Folsom to have
existed more than 50 years ago. Dr. Folsom conceded that in 1899 Oliver and his
survey crew:

I

Folsom:

A.
Would have been below or inside of the ordinary high water
mark at the time.

Tr., p. 537, L. 23 - 24.
Dr. Folsom had no satisfactory answer to why Oliver would only go one chain 66 feet - when it was necessary to go 280 feet to circumvent the lake as it existed in
1899 based on Hoisington's toe of slope. Plaintiffs Exhibit 8.
Reed: Q.

Would you not think it unusual that a person at that time trying to

avoid the lake would only go a little distance and then run into the
lake again?
Folsom:

A.

I doubt if that's what he did, but I don't know.

Tr., p. 539, L. 10 - 13.
Dr. Folsom testified that the ditch dug at the south end of Herman Lake provided

I
a plausible explanation of how the lake had been lowered 40 to 50 years ago. Tr., p.

I

470, L. 24 - 25; p. 421, L. 1. In his report, Dr. Folsom concluded as follows:
17.

The observable changes in the historical hydrology of the shore of
Herman Lake are too abrupt to simply be the result of slow,
geological processes of filling in the lake. It is apparent that some
management action of humans, very probably in the last 40 or 50
years, has seriously diminished the reliability of water presence in
the soils of the old riparian shoreline. The same action very
probably decreased the average lake level. (Emphasis supplied).

Plaintiffs Exhibit 13, p. 7.

I
I

Appellants witness Meckel made examination at Herman Lake on April 3, August
18 and September 8, 2006.'~) On April 3rd, Mr. Meckel had concentrated upon the
area of the meander corner shown in the Hoisington survey (Plaintiffs Exhibits 8 and

I

8A) and upon the notes of Albert Oliver, government surveyor in 1899. Plaintiffs

Exhibits 1 and 2. The Oliver survey in 1899 was governed by the 1894 Government
Survey Manual, Defendants Exhibit 0. That 1894 manual did not have a definition of
"ordinary high water mark." Tr., p. 761, L. 17 - 19. That definition did not come until the
1902 manual. Tr., p. 784, L. 11 - 14.

3

Mr. Meckel had served as an expert witness for the State of Idaho in the Hayden Lake
case and for the City of Coeur d'Alene in thesanders Beach case and also been an expert
witness in a dozen and one-half other cases. Tr., p. 751, L. 11 - 25; p. 752, L. 1 - 12.

3.

Meckel: Oliver Detoured to Avoid Peatbog, not Lake

Mr. Meckel described and explained the actions taken by Oliver in great detail.
Tr., p. 765, L. 11 - 25; p. 766, L. 1 - 25; p. 767, L. 1 - 25; p. 768 L. 1 - 6. Oliver's notes
reflect that he came to the shore of the lake; set the south meander corner; offset 1.OO
chain west; ran parallel to the section line 14.00 chains north and returned 1.OO chain
east to set the north meander corner. Plaintiffs Exhibit 1, Tr., p. 765, L. 14 - 25
It was Mr. Meckel's opinion that Oliver was not at the actual shore of the lake, but
was avoiding crossing the wet and unstable peat bog; he described the bog to Judge
Michaud as follows:
THE WITNESS:
Iactually walked from the south meander corner and
stayed on line meandered a little bit back and forth. But tried to stay on
a direct line to the north meander corner.

--

Can you describe what it was like --what the terrain was
THE COURT:
like. What was that terrain like?
Well, it was very unstable. Unsettled. Everything --for
THE WITNESS:
one thing it was very wet. There was actually standing water in a good part
of it, and I took some photos. And those photos and my recollection by
looking at those photos look very much like the video that we saw
yesterday.
But Iwas wearing a pair of boots about 12 inches high. And every time I
took a step Iwould sink deeper in the water, but I managed to pretty well
follow the line across there without getting water in my boots. I had to
keep moving.
Tr., p. 771, L. 3 - 20. See photos, Defendants Exhibit R., Addendum No. 2.
Dr. Folsom had earlier testified that in his site examination in July of 2006 the
water had been higher than it had been on his visit in November, 2005 (Tr., p. 527, L. 3

- 11) and he had, like Oliver, chosen not to cross:

I

Folsom:

And how I arrived at that place was by field recognizance. Walking
about and finding a place as close to the margin of the lake as I am
willing to go. Peatlands can be treacherous.

Tr., p. 416, L. 11 - 14.
I

I

!

In Mr. Meckel's opinion, Oliver's offset was not in violation of any surveyor's
responsibilities, but was motivated by two concerns, first, the difficulty and time to cross
the bog (Tr., p. 790, L. 19 - 25, p. 791, L. 1- 9) and, second, the difficulty in having a
permanent corner remain fixed in the future in the wet peat bog with no nearby bearing

1
I

trees. Tr., p. 789, L. 3 - 25; p. 790, L. 1 - 8.
In his second and third visits to Herman Lake in August and September, Mr
Meckel made an elevation compilation starting at the north at the meander corners
established by Oliver and terminating at the south at the culvert outlet in the public road.
Mr. Meckel used the lake surface as of August 18th as the base level and gave it the

I

I

arbitrary elevation of 2,481 which was the figure placed on the USGS map. Defendants

I

I
I

Exhibit JJ. He compiled the meander points from Oliver's meander line around the lake
(Defendants Exhibit XX) and then directed these south to show the meander line, the
existing lake, the road and the culvert. Defendants Exhibit ZZ

I
I

Mr. Meckel created exhibits W (1) and YY (2) which are blowups of a USGS
topographical map of Herman Lake.

There is a contour line at 2,500 which is 19 feet

above Herman Lake elevation of 2,481. Mr. Meckel traced the Oliver meander line
,

j

,

upon Defendants Exhibit YY (2).
Mr. Meckel then traced the meander points as shown on the Oliver notes and
carried those on the topographical map. Defendants Exhibit XX. The meander line

crossed the 2,500 foot contour line twice. Tr., p. 811, L. 16 - 25, p. 812, 1 - 6. The
meander line passed above the public road which is above the Hosterman house and
passed above the high point on the east side of the iake where the resort had been
located.
The area encompassed within the meander line drawn by Oliver and run by
computer by Mr. Meckel is at least twice the size of the lake as shown on USGS map.
Compare Defendants Exhibit ZZ with Defendants Exhibit JJ.
4.

Meander Corner Elevations would Double Lake Size

Using 2,481 as the assumed lake surface, the meander corners shown in the
Hoisington drawing (Plaintiffs Exhibit 8A), Mr. Meckel measured elevations of 2,483.99
for the meander corner south and 2484.19 for the meander corner north. Defendants
Exhibit CCC. In other words, the meander corners are approximately three feet higher
than the existing lake surface of 2,481.
If that three feet were run around the entire lake, it would create a very much
larger lake. Before the elevated road was constructed in 1956, the iake level would
have extended south of the present road before it all debauched through the opening at
the cut for the stream at the southwest corner. See Exhibit JJ and illustration, Herman
Lake outlet, Addendum No. 1.
After the road was constructed, a three feet higher lake (2,484) would stop at the
road bank (2,488.4) and then flow through the outlet culvert (top

2481.05; bottom

2,479.02) unless the culvert were blocked. Exhibit CCC.
Mr. Meckel made measurements precisely at the point where Dr. Folsom

claimed the meander point as being the OHWM, took photographs and placed ribbons
I

on trees. The Meckel photos (Defendants Exhibit BBB) are of that area and cover the
Folsom tree trunk photos. Plaintiffs Exhibit 30. All of the Meckel measurements were

I
I

ultimately put on Defendants Exhibit II which was the elevation schematic for Herman
Lake. Mr. Meckel took photographs of the trees in the general and of Hoisington's
location of the south meander corner which was where Dr. Folsom identified the toe of

I
I

the slope, placed ribbons on trees and concentrated his testimony. The Meckel
photographs are important for showing the abundant vegetation with no break in the
slope contrary to the Folsom testimony. Defendants Exhibit BBB.

I

I

At the south end of the lake, Mr. Meckel ran an elevation line from the public
road on the east to the Hubbard property on the west labelled "Profile across ground
south of Herman Lake, August 18, 2006." Defendants Exhibit CCC, p. 3. For about
400 lineal feet, the ground level is at 2,480, approximately one foot below the lake level

I

I

of 2,481, but there is no flow. Tr., p. 834, L. 3 - 25; p. 835, L. 1 - 7. Mr. Meckel
measured the elevation difference between the 2,481 lake level, the present elevations
at the bottom of the ditch, the top and bottom of the culvert under the road and the
elevation of the road surface. Tr., p. 822, L. 9 - 16. The elevations are shown in
Defendants Exhibit CCC.

5.

Streambed and Culvert Both Two Feet Below Lake

There is a two foot culvert put in the road with the bottom at 2,479.02 and the top
I

at 2,481.05 which places the bottom of the culvert two feet lower than the surface of the

lake.'4' Tr., p. 832,L. 4 - 16. The elevation of the bottom of the ditch or drain channel
varies from 2,478.6at the lowest to a high point of 2,480.2,the latter being only one
foot below the surface of the lake. Tr., p. 834,L. 9 - 16. Defendants Exhibit CCC. Mr.
Meckel's conclusion was that the lake could not go higher than about 2,481 because
the road acts as a barrier at that level and the water would flow through the culvert:
I

THE COURT:

Could not get higher than what?

THE WITNESS:

Not higher than about 2,481 because that's what the
impediment is of flow between the lake and the culvert is that
elevation.

I

And, as soon as the lake reaches that level of 2,481, it gets
higher and begins to drain across that higher ground and in
past the culvert.
I

Tr., p. 843,L. 20 - 25;p. 844,L.

I.

Mr. Meckel's conclusion was that the road built in 1956 with the culvert would
have acted as a dam that would have the effect, if any, of keeping the level of the lake
I

higher from 1956 to 2007 than it would have been before:

Reed: Q.

What effect would the road have upon the elevation of the lake --the
construction of the road?

Meckel:

A.
If in-flow surface or otherwise into Herman Lake was at a
moderate level such that the culvert could carry as much out as
much as is coming in, it would have little effect. That is , i f the ditch
is nice and clean, and the culvert is open.

But what has happened with the construction o f the road and
installation o f the culvert is a broad area available for water to move
through has been replaced by essentially a seven foot high dike and
a two foot diameter pipe.
4Theelevations on Exhibit CCC are in the last two digits only,i.e,. 79.02 equals 2,479.02.

If that can't carry enough water, then the level of Herman Lake would
rise because it can't carry as much out as was being put in.
(Emphasis supplied).
Tr., p. 845, L. 21 - 25; p. 846, L. 1- 10.
Attached to this brief as Addendum No. Iis a drawing illustrating the Meckel
testimony.

The lowest end of the culvert is upon the streambed as it existed prior to

the time that the road was constructed.
Meckel:

A.
In the right direction. But in a standard case culverts are set
so that the bottom of the culvert referred to as the invert is at the
same level and same slope as the natural stream channel.

Reed: Q.

So it is set at the bed of the stream?
A.

The bed of the stream, yes.

Tr., p. 828, L. 23 - 25; p. 829, L. 1 - 3.
Before the road was built, the lake would have had a natural flow in the across
the streambed at an elevation of two feet below the present surface level of the lake.
From the time the lake first came into being, the waters of the lake would flow across
the level area to the south and then turn east and then flow through the streambed on
exactly the same elevation as the culvert.
The constiuction of a ditch whether continually maintained or left to silt in would
make no difference. The ditch ends up flowing into the original stream that came out of
the lake. The bed of that stream is now and was long before any ditch was constructed
at a level two feet below the present level of the lake.
If at any time in the past the lake waters had risen for any reason, heavy spring
run-off or torrential downpour, the waters with increased velocity would have flowed

through the open stream outlet. Water flows downhill.Culverts can get plugged up
whereas the open stream prior to construction road would never have been plugged up.
It was Mr. Meckel's conclusion that the level of the lake because of a plugged up
culvert could be higher after the road was constructed than it would have been before.
Tr., p. 846, L. 11 - 14.
The two experienced OHWM witnesses for Hosterman and Hubbard were
Professor McDaniel, soil scientist teaching at the University of Idaho, and his
( ~ )Fosberg had been an expert
predecessor in that position, Dr. Maynard ~ o s b e r ~ .Dr.
witness on OHWM for the State of ldaho in the Erickson case and in the Hayden Lake
case as well as disputes related to islands in the Snake River. Tr., p. 685 p. 17 - 25; p.
656, L. 1 - 25.

Drs. Fosberg and McDaniel were both experts in the Sanders

Beach case.
Dr. Fosberg and Dr. McDaniel visited Herman Lake on May 18, 2005, took soil
samples, collected plants, submitted samples to qualified laboratories and prepared
their "Report on Soils and Plants of Herman Lake" which was admitted by stipulation as
Defendants Exhibit X.
Dr. Fosberg and Dr. McDaniel were directed by counsel and by Larry Hosterman
to conduct their examination along the line between Sections 27 and 28 in the area
between that section line and the meander corners which had previously been marked
on the ground by plaintiffs' surveyor, Randy Hoisington. They were provided with a
copy of that survey which later became Plaintiffs Exhibit 8. The area of inspection is
marked on their report with a rectangle that brackets the line.

h he McDaniel resume is Exhibit RR. TheFosberg resume is Exhibit UU. Photographs
accompanying the Report are Exhibit Y
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The professors excavated deep holes and confirmed the presence of peat
(organic) soils; peattands are partially decayed plant matter which are transition zones
between drier terrestrial systems and lakes. Defendants Exhibit X, p. 1. Tr., p. 292, L.

6.

FosberglMcDaniel: Peat Soils were Never Lakebed

Samples were taken from three plants growing in the peat, hard-stem bulrush,
alder-leaved buckbrush and a moss identified as Campylium Stellatum, peat forming
moss. Defendants Exhibit X, pp. 1 - 2. The peatlands had been in place for hundreds
of years:
In conjunction with the soil observations, we interpret the presence of
these plants as a clear indication that the area extending from the section
line eastward to the lake is a peatland that is covered by occasional
shallow water. This is in contrast to the lake bottom, which appears to
consist of mineral rather than organic material and does not support these
plant species.
Defendants Exhibit, p. 2.
Dr. McDaniel testified that mosses, in general, are the most important peat
forming plants. Requiring water, they rely upon photosyntheses and respiration
processes, are found on hummocks and would cease to exist if submerged more than
one month. R., p. 296, L. 10 - 25; p. 297, L. 1 - 15.
Samples of the moss Campylium Stellatum, being of particular interest, were
submitted to a Radiocarbon Dating Laboratory at the University of Florida which
returned a report that this moss was 1,700 years old plus or minus 50 years
Defendants Exhibit X, last page. Tr., p. 299, L. 7 - 17. Both experts were of the opinion
that the area examined along the section line was a wetland based on soil samples,

plus the plants and the obvious peatland and that the peatland had never been part of
the Herman Lake lakebed. With the radio carbon dating, Dr. McDaniel concluded:

Reed: Q.

What is the significance of that in relation to the lake?

McDaniel:

My interpretation is that that plant is there today growing in
A.
this wetland environment. It was present there 1,700 years ago
growing in the same type of environment.
In other words, it's a wetland today, and it would have been a
wetland 1,700 years ago as well.
Q.

Could it have grown if it was a lake?

A.

Not according to the information that I have been able to find.

Dr. McDaniel, who had come with students on field trips to the Kootenai Valley
every fall, (Tr., p. 288, L. 6 - 15) responded to Dr. Folsom's Cottonwood die off
attributed to water deprivation as follows:

Yes, I have seen Black Cottonwood in a lot of locations in
A.
North Idaho that are I would characterize them as moist but not
necessarily wet. It certainly is not a species that is only going to be
found in a wet environment.
Tr., p. 315, L. 1 - 5.
Dr. Fosberg testified that Cottonwoods and Birch can grow everywhere needing
a little more moisture, but not necessarily next to water. Tr., p. 668, L. 1- 25; p. 669, L.

I6 See Addendum No. 3.
7.

Peat Moss cannot Survive Lengthy Submersion

Dr. Fosberg described peat as being formed from organic material requiring a
continuous inundation or saturation by water, but requiring sunlight and oxygen to do

photosynthesis. Tr., p. 695, L. 4- 10; p. 699, L. 1- 8;
Fosberg:

So, if you submerged it, it is not capable of continuing this process
(photosynthesis).

R., p. 695, L. 8 - 10.

In response to Dr. Folsom's conclusion that the meander corner set by Oliver
was 40 to 50 years ago at a permanent higher level three feet above the present lake
level, Dr. Fosberg stated the lake level could not stay high

". . . very long and still

have the peat moss vegetation survive." Tr., p. 728, L. 8 - 11.
It was the opinion of Dr. Fosberg, based on all of the information that he and Dr.
McDaniel had gathered and analyzed, that the level of Herman Lake had stayed ". .
.pretty much the same and probably existed (that) way before 1890." Tr., p. 731, L. 14

Reed: My question is can peat survive extended periods of being covered by
water?
Fosberg:

No, it is impossible. It can't survive very long.

Tr., p. 731, L. 1 - 4.
8.

-

Aerial Photos: Lake Level did not Chanqe 1934 2002

After the complaint was filed, Deon Hubbard went to the United States Forest
Service offices first in Bonners Ferry and then in Sandpoint and, with a lot of help,
obtained copies of aerial photographs that had been made as part of Forest Service
routine surveillance in the years 1934, 1968, 1975, 1983, 1991, 1996 and 2002.
Defendants Exhibits BB, CC, DD, EE, FF, GG and HH.
Being taken from different elevations, the scale was not the same. The seven

photographs were taken to Kyle Cossairt, an instructor of graphic design at North Idaho
College. Using NIC equipment, Mr. Cossairt scanned the photographs in a high D.P.I.
(Dots Per Inch) to produce prints for each year at identical scales. Tr., p. 626, L. 22 25; p. 627, L. 1 - 17. Mr. Cossairt made transparencies for each.
Mr. Cossairt then placed the transparencies on an overhead projector and by
laying one on top of another enabled the Court and all in the courtroom to compare the
shorelines. The 1934 aerial was the base transparency and each year thereafter
(1966 through 2002) was placed on top. All were similar with identical waterlshore lines
at the north. Tr., p. 629, L. 1- 25; p. 630, L. 1- 25; p. 631, L. 1- 23.
The photographs appear to have all been taken in August. The suggestion is
made that in summer the water would likely be lower.(=)

The only eye witness

testimony as to annual fluctuations came from Larry Hosterman who said that the
average difference between high and low over the 35 years he had owned property on
the shoreline was eight to twelve inches. Tr., p. 91 1, L. 6- 23.
The measured distance from the meander corner at 2,484 to the lake surface at
2,481 was three feet. That depth of water spread over almost flatland to the top of the
culvert would be a very large quantity of water.(') Absent man- made manipulation as at

%r. Folsom found the water level to be higher in July of 2006 than when he had been on
site on November 9, 2005. Tr., p. 518, L. 13 - 18.

h he "almost flatland" is established in theMeckel Elevation List. Herman Lake which
goes from the meander corner at 2,484 down to Dr.Folsom's ribboned trees, "J" and " K and
the lake both at 2,481 and then at the south to the drain channel bottoming of at 2,479 and then
through a profile with 350 feet at about 2,480 and finally to the culvert (Top 2,481, bottom 2,479)
Defendants Exhibit CCC. The flatland is well depicted in the two color photographs.
Defendants Exhibit K. Addendum 2.

Coeur d'Aiene Lake with the Post Falls Dam and at Hayden Lake with irrigation draw
downs, the relationship between the OHWM and the ordinary low water mark stays
close to the same, unless there is absent severe drought or unusual flooding. It seems
very contrary to experience that the low water level in 1934 (72 years before 2006) or
1968 (38 years) would with a three foot higher lake be the same as in 1983 through

ISSUES ON APPEAL

Whether the District Court erred in finding that an indiscernible and
variable line of live and dead trees fixed a discernable line caused by water
impressed on the soil by covering it for sufficient periods to deprive the
soil of its vegetation and destroy its value for agricultural purposes was the
ordinary high water mark defined by Idaho Code $58-104 (9).
11.
Whether the District Court erred by disregarding the testimony of Dr.
Maynard Fosberg and Dr. Paul McDaniel, two highly qualified experts, who
had made test holes with core samples to determine that the peatland
substantially below the meander corners had never been part of the
lakebed at any time within the last 1,700 years.

Whether the District Court erred in totally misconstruing the testimony and
evidence of expert witness James P. Meckel based on his survey that
proved that the ditch dug in the bed of Herman Lake at the south end of
Herman Lake did not and could not have lowered the water level of the lake
and that the outlet by streambed and then by culvert had been, since long
before statehood, lower than Herman Lake.
IV.
Whether the District Court erred in concluding that plaintiffs Mesenbrink
had carried the burden of proof by clear, satisfactory and convincing
evidence necessary to claim ownership of properties in which legal title
stood of record in defendants Hosterman and Hubbard.

STANDARD OF REVIEW
An appellate court i s free to draw its own conclusions from the facts
presented and is not bound by the legal conclusions o f the trial court.
Kootenai Elec. Co-op. v. Washington Water Power Co., 127 ldaho 432,435,
901 P.2d 1333, 1336 (1995). . .When the trial judge is the trier of fact, it is
the duty of that judge t o weigh the conflicting evidence and testimony and
to judge the credibility of the witnesses. Id. at 435,901 P.2d at 1336. For
evidence t o be substantial, it must be sufficient quality that reasonable
minds could conclude that the verdict was proper. Boff v. ldaho State
Bldg. Auth., 128 ldaho 580, 586,917 P.2d 737,743 (1996).

.

Erickson v. State of Idaho, 132 ldaho 208, 210, 970 P.2d I , -(1998).
POINTS AND AUTHORITIES

In bringing a quiet title action, the Ericksons had the burden of proof to
establish that they held the title to the subject property. ldaho case law has
stated that "folne who would claim the ownership of property of which the
legal title stands of record in another, or that the same is held by such
person in trust for the one so claiming, must establish such claim by
evidence that is clear, satisfactory and convincing." Russ Ballard & F.A.I.
v. Lava Hot Springs Resort, Inc., 97 ldaho 572,579, 548 P.2d 72,79 (1976)
(quoting In re Capolin's Estate, 94 Cal.App.2d 574, 210 P.2d 850, 852
(1949).
Erickson v. State of ldaho, 132 ldaho 208, 21 1, 970 P.2d 1 , -(1998).

II.
The OHWM is a line created by the water in the lake remaining at particular
level for a long enough period of time that it deprives the soil covered by
the water o f its vegetation. Since the OHWM is created by the water
covering the soil for a period of time, and since water seeks its level, the
OHWM will be the same at all places around the lake. As we said in Raide
v. Dollar, 34 ldaho 682, 690, 203 P.469,472 (1921) (emphasis added), "By
the term 'high-water mark' is meant those points along the shore where
water rises to such a height as may reasonably be anticipated. . ."
In Re: Sanders Beach, 143 Idaho 443,447, 147 P.3d 75, -(2006).

ARGUMENT
Judge Michaud:

"THE COURT: And so who knows what the ordinary high
water mark means now until some trial judge says what it is,
and they have a chance to comment on it.

Tr., p. 490, L. 13 - 16.
The testimonial evidence from qualified expert witnesses, the anecdotal
testimony of witnesses for the plaintiff, the Forest Service aerial photographs, the
documents admitted in evidence and the careful measurements made on the ground of
the existing, unchanged condition of Herman Lake are gJ/ contradictory to the Findings
of Fact and Conclusions of Law and Order made by District Judge James R. Michaud.
The definition of ordinary high water mark in ldaho Code s58-104 (9) has been
the subject of numerous judicial decisions firmly applying those words to the specific
facts in evidence.

Using that statutory definition, this ldaho Supreme Court has in

specific cases reached one of two conclusions:
(1)

The evidence has established the ordinary high water mark on the riparian

shore of a navigable body of water:
Raide v. Dollar, 34 ldaho 682, 203 P. 469 (1921); Dreisback v. Lynch, 71 ldaho
501,234 P.2d 446 (1951); Heckman Ranch, lnc. v. State of ldaho, 99 ldaho
793, 589 P.2d 340 (1979).

(2)

The evidence in the record did not support the location of the ordinary

high water mark on the riparian shore of a navigable body of water.
Erickson v. State, 132 ldaho 208, 970 P.2d 1 (1998); ldaho Forest Industries,
lnc. v. Hayden Lake Watershed Improvement District, 135 ldaho 316, 17 P.3d

260 (2000).
The evidence and the record in this case will support either of two conclusions:
1)

The ordinary high water mark in 1890 for Herman Lake is the same as the

present lake level, there having been no evidence of any substantial change.
OR

2)

There is no credible evidence as to the location of the ordinary high water

mark for Herman Lake in 1890.
I

To reach any other decision or to affirm the decision of Judge Michaud would be
to disregard Idaho Code 958-104 (9) and come up with an alternative definition of the

I

ordinary high water mark or no definition at all.
Judge Michaud indicated in trial his willingness to venture into these uncharted
waters:
THE COURT: I don't know whether we'll make any new law in this case or
not, but it's a very interesting case."

Tr., p. 624, L. 112 - 13
A.

Live and Dead Trees Substituted for Veqetative Line

Judge Michaud based his opinion to a major degree upon the testimony of Dr
Folsom related to Black Cottonwoods, Birch and Lodge Pole Pine trees.

Judge

Michaud found that the Cottonwood trees at the top of the slope at the north end of
Herman Lake were mostly over 41 years of age so the younger trees could not grow for
lack of water. (Findings of Fact 11, 12 and 13) and that there were standing dead
Cottonwood and Birch trees 30 to 50 feet upland from the top of the slope. Findings of

Fact 14.'~)
Judge Michaud found significance in the testimony of Dr. Folsom that a 43 year
old Lodge Pole Pine was growing on the peatland. Findings of Fact 18
In Conclusion of Law No. 3, Judge Michaud cites all of the important cases along
with Idaho Code $58-f04 (9) as the criteria for determining the OHWM. It is lip service
only. In relying on Dr. Folsom's report and testimony, Judge Michaud has adopted a
new criteria that is the very opposite of a vegetative line impressed on the soil
The new criteria is the die off of older Cottonwood and Birch and the absence of
trees younger than 41 years at a single point on Herman Lake. Folsom Report,
Plaintiffs' Exhibit 13, pp. 4 - 5. The area depicted as the toe of the slope in the
Hoisington survey (Plaintiffs' Exhibit 8) is a mass of vegetation, grass, brush, trees with
no visible line. Dr. Folsom in his report wrote that the old shoreline was wetter 40 to 50
years ago. Plaintiffs Exhibit 13, p. 6.
What Judge Michaud has accepted as criteria is not the vegetative line of all the
cases and the code; it is a vanishing line:
Since then the vitality of the riparian species has diminished, apparently
because of decreasing water availability.

Folsom Report, Plaintiffs Exhibit 13, p. 6.
Judge Michaud gave great credence to Dr. Folsom's soil analysis. Findings of

' ~ r Folsom,
.
when asked by attorney Featherston about the significance of these dead
trees said these were evidence "only in the weakest sense" and in counting years past "that is a
much less confident number." Tr., p. 502, L. 15 - 23.

Fact No. 18. The record shows that Dr. Folsom had made a detailed "documented"
analysis of only one soil sample. Tr., p. 510, L. 5 - 8.
Dr. Fosberg and Dr. McDaniel dug shallow pits along the way and then dug three
holes 36 to 48 inches deep, made their own analysis of the soil material, submitted
samples to others for confirmation and came to conclusions totally contrary to those of
Dr. Folsom. Tr., p. 680, L. 7 - 25, p. 681, L. 1 - 24.
Judge Michaud devotes one paragraph to discounting the FosberglMcDaniel
testimony and their report. Findings of Fact 27. In that finding, Judge Michaud recited
that "Campylium Stellatum thrives in a saturated environment but cannot live in a
'~'
submerged environment for more than one year according to Dr. ~ o s b e r ~ . "Judge
Michaud accepted the radio carbon age on that moss of 1,700 years and then,
inexplicitly, concluded that a three foot increase in lake level above the existing peat
extending from 1890 (or from 1,700 years ago) to 40 or 50 years ago would not have
killed the moss.('o)
There is no distinct vegetative line identified in the Findings of Fact. The toe of
the slope "corresponded to a riparian tree line" (Findings of Fact, No. lo), but there was
no riparian tree line identified. Black Cottonwood and Birch trees were both above and
below the Hoisington green line. Defendants Exhibit II. The Meckel elevation

'Dr. Fosberg did not testify that the moss could survive for one year. His testimony was
that it was impossible for peat to survive being covered with water for any extended period of
time. Tr., p. 731, L. 1 - 4.
"Campyium Stellatum is identified in MOSSES, LICHENS & FERNS, p. 93. Addendum
No. 3. Four separate subspecies given Latin names are described as going from pool
(Scorpidium Scorphiodes) to hummock (Campylium Stellatum.)

schematic shows the trees on which Dr. Folsom had placed ribbons, B, F, H, I, K and J,
to be below both meander corners.
In Finding of Facts No. 31, Judge Michaud states that:
The location of the 0-rdinary high water mark of Herman Lake in 1890
31.
is clearly marked by a visible line of vegetative growth and by topographic
feature and a change in soil type.

In Conclusion of Law No. 5, Judge Michaud reiterates that this is a vegetation
line proved by clear and convincing evidence.
Mr. Meckel took photographs of the toe of the slope as identified on Plaintiffs
Exhibit 8 and as testified to in great detail by Dr. Folsom. Defendants Exhibit EBB.
These photos show the surveyor's transit next to what Dr. Folsom labelled as Tree "F",
a mature pine tree at elevation 2,484.4 (westerly) and 2,483.5 (easterly). The transit is
then moved to the general vicinity of trees F, K, J, I, H and 6. Trees K at 2,480.8 and J
at 2,481.3 are at the lake elevation with I, H and B slightly higher. Contrary to Judge
Michaud's finding of a clear vegetative line, the area depicted is a jungle of grass, brush
and trees.
Judge Michaud's Conclusion of Law No. 5 that there is ". . .clear and convincing
proof that a change in soil from that of peatland to upland soil marks a line of the
ordinary high water mark. . ." is demonstrably false. None of the ribboned trees are
growing on peatland. Compare Meckel photos of these trees (Exhibit BBB) with
Meckel photos of transversing the peatlands. Defendants Exhibit R. The surface of the
peatland is the same level as the lake. The peatiand does not no to the toe of the
slope. The peatland terminates in a gradual increasing dry soil growing grass and

brush. Defendants Exhibit BBB.

B.

OHWM must be Specific, Precise Line Impressed upon Soil

The OHWM must be established with precision and failure to do so will defeat
the claimant seeking to take neighboring property. ldaho Forest Industries v. Hayden
Lake Watershed Improvement District, supra:
The State presented evidence of high water marks from other locations on
the lake. The elevations of these marks extended to a height of 2,241.19
feet above msl. However, the State also claimed that Ponderosa pine trees
cannot grow below the OHWM of a lake. One of the pine trees the State
used as evidence to show a line of vegetation was a Ponderosa pine tree
dating from the time of statehood located at 2239.87 feet above msl. Given
the State's own evidence, we cannot find the district judge's refusal to rely
upon the State's claimed OHWM from 1890 as clearly erroneous. As to the
location of the pine trees, the district judge correctly observed that
according to the State's evidence, the trees show only that the OHWM
could not have been above 2239 feet at statehood, not that it was actually
at that location.
135 ldaho at 321-322.

Judge Michaud tied his determination of his elevated OHWM to "standing dead
trees appearing approximately 30 to 50 feet or more upland from the toe of the slope
feature." Findings of Fact No. 14. See also Findings of Fact No. 17 making a
conclusion based on Birch and Cottonwood trees "closer to the lake."
The toe of the slope at the south meander corner was the only place that Dr.
Folsom described as a visible, old shoreline. He did not look for or find any evidence of
a break or toe of slope or notable shoreline anywhere else on those portions of Herman
Lake all at elevations higher than the present lake level on the west, north and east
shores.
The evidence in the record presented on behalf of the Mesenbrinks was much

less supportive of the level of the lake being different from the present lake than the
evidence which the ldaho Supreme Court found to be non-supportive in the Erickson
case. In that case, evidence of Cottonwood tree stumps below 2128, of the original
government surveyors notes, of soil between 2128 and 2121 feet good for farming and
of beaches below 2128 did not support the District Court's finding that the OHWM of
Coeur d'Alene Lake in 1890 was at 2121:
The Ericksons did not prove by clear and convincing evidence that a
specific line was impressed upon the soil at 2121 feet in 1890. ldaho Code
358-104 (9) requires that the OHWM be determined by the line which
impresses upon the soil. Considering that this is what is statutorily
required, the Ericksons failed to prove by clear and convincing evidence
that the OHWlW of the Lake in 1890 was at 2121 feet. The decision of the
district court is not supported by substantial and competent evidence. The
decision of the district court is therefore reversed.
132 ldaho at 212.
The aforesaid Findings of Fact, if accepted disregarding conflicting evidence and
testimony, are not sufficient to support Judge Michaud's conclusions. Even worse,
Findings of Fact No. 28 is erroneous and directly contrary to the cited testimony of
witness Meckel:
The ditch, the roadbed and culvert under the roadbed at the south
28.
end of Herman Lake do not act as a dam holding back the waters of
Herman Lake. To the contrary, the ditch across the meadow and the
culvert under the roadbed prevent the lake waters from rising to the
historic ordinary high water mark. The testimony of James P. Meckel,
surveyor, explains why. The manmade ditch on the south end of Herman
Lake does not now allow the lake to rise to its former ordinary high water
mark because the ditch bottom is about two feet lower than the elevation of
the toe of slope which marks the ordinary high water mark. Once the lake
level is at or below the bottom of the ditch, no water flows out of the lake
through the ditch, and the lake remains at that level during the dry months.
First the lesser error, the ditch bottom is not two feet lower than the elevation of

the toe of the slope. The Meckel surveyed elevation in Defendants Exhibit II show the
toe of the slope at 2,484 and the bottom of most of the ditch and of the culvert at 2,479,
a five foot difference.
C.

Streambed and Culvert Constant Drawdown from Lake

The major error is that the testimony and the surveying done by Mr. Meckel
established that the open streambed outlet before road construction in 1956 and the
culvert installed with the road were at the exact same level so the water in the lake
would drain out in exactly the same manner before and after.
Before the road was built, the open streambed for the stream draining Herman
Lake was wide open with a streambed at 2,479. See Addendum No. 1. After the road
was built, the area was blocked by an eight foot roadbed with a two foot culvert set
upon the streambed.
To be charitable, Judge Michaud is totally confused. Findings of Fact 28 reads
as if the ditch bottom was at a higher level than existed before the ditch was dug and
the roadbed was constructed. The bottom of the ditch and the bottom of the culvert
after 1956 and the bottom of the streambed at the outlet before 1956 were all at the
same elevation. The culvert was placed on the streambed. If the original lake before
1956 ever actually rose to 2,484, the water would have rapidly flowed out of the outlet
five feet lower at 2,479.
If the culvert clogged up or if the ditch filled in (which it has in some places to
2,480), the lake conceivably could rise at least temporarily. Two laws to apply here: the
law of gravity and the law of physics: water runs downhill.

The Findings of Fact as cited above plus others are, to borrow Dr. Folsom's term,
"the weakest of evidence" to support Judge Michaud's conclusion that the 1890 OHWM
was at Oliver's meander corner.
Dr. Folsom's "four lines of evidence" are all what is properly termed "effects"
alleged to be from the impact upon the land of repeated ordinary high water. These all
fail to meet ldaho Code $58-104 (9). Dr. Folsom admitted that he did not find any line

-

impressed upon the vegetation. Tr., p. 507, L. 17 - 25, p. 508, L. 1 7; p. 513, L. 5 - 18.
Contrary to Judge Michaud's repeated speculations, the opinion of the ldaho
Supreme Court In re Sanders Beach, supra, did not change in the slightest the statutory
definition nor the case law in ldaho originating in Raide v. Dollar, 34 ldaho 582, 589,
203 P. 469, -(1921) cited in Sanders Beach, 143 ldaho at 447. What the ldaho
Supreme Court did in Sanders Beach was to decide that there could not be differing
OHWMs on the same body of water. In Sanders Beach, the opinion in essence
decided that the expert witnesses for the State in the Erickson case (who included Dr
~osber~)(")produced
sufficient evidence of a recognizable line of vegetation at an
elevation of 2 128:

This opinion was based upon scientific analysis of the soil as to how the
soil had developed, how ash from a volcano which erupted around 1800
had cooled, and evidence of various shorelines.
11

As it happened, undersigned counsel had obtained a copyof Dr. Fosberg's testimony in
the Erickson case prior to retaining him as a witness in thesanders Beach case. The quotation
in the Erickson case from an expert's opinion (fifth paragraph 132 ldaho at 214) is from Dr.
Fosberg's testimony. Erickson Trial Transcript, p. 1252, L. 6 - 78.

132 ldaho at 212.
The line which the water impresses on the soil is the vegetative line.
The vegetative line is an "effect" resulting from the "cause" of long-standing water at an
annual ordinary high level. In Heckman Ranch, Inc. v. State of ldaho, supra, the cause
that created the effect, the escarpment constituting the OHWM on the Snake River,was
a combination of inundation, wind and current. 99 ldaho at 798 - 799.

D.

No Human Action Ever Caused Lowering of Lake

Where the Mesenbrink's case and Judge Michaud's opinion totally collapse is in
failing to establish the "cause" of all of the claimed "effects." Dr. Folsom's firm opinion
in his "Site Assessment Report, Mesenbrink's Property" repeated over and over again
in his testimony at trial was ". . .that some management action by humans, very
probably in the last 40 or 50 years. . . very probably decreased the average lake level."
Plaintiffs Exhibit 13, p. 7.
The only two identified human management actions are the ditches commencing
at the south end of the lake and first visible in the 1968 Forest Service aerial
photographs and the construction of the public road completed in 1956.
The ditch, visible and measurable upon the ground, did not and could not
constitute an action that decreased the average lake level. Surveyor Meckel ran a
profile elevation west to east across the marsh area below the south end of Herman
Lake. Tr., p. 834, L. 4 - 25; p. 835; L. 1 - 12, p. 836, L. 1 -17. Defendants Exhibits
CCC, p. 3 and Exhibit AAA.

The "Profile across ground south of Herman Lake August 18, 2006," run from the

Hubbard property on the west to the public road on the east, shows a profile dropping
down from an elevation 2,485 a distance of 150 feet to 2,480 and then continuing 500
feet all at an elevation of 2,480 one foot W

w the existing lake level of 2,481, then

climbing to 2,481 in another 50 feet before increasing for 250 feet back up to the road
at elevation 2,490. This profile was taken a considerable distance north of the culvert
and a smaller distance south of the open water on Herman Lake. See photos made at
time of the profile survey, Defendants Exhibit AAA and profile line drawn on the USGS
map. Defendants Exhibit JJ. Tr., p. 835, L. 24 - 25; p. 836, L. 1 -18. Defendants
Exhibit AAA.
This is all long established marsh, grass and cattails. See large lake photos,
Defendants Exhibit K. Meckel's profile shows a stretch of 350 feet east to west through
wetlands all below the present lake level. The ditch was dug into the marsh to go below
2,480 possibly done in someone's vain hope for drain some wetlands to pasture.('2)
The very plain geographic fact is that a ditch dug into the marsh bed at elevation
2,480 cannot have produced any effect other than lowering Herman Lake from
elevation 2,481.
The original streambed provided an open drain two feet below the present
lakebed; the culvert placed on the streambed at the same level has continued that drain
since the road was constructed. There was no event 40 to 50 years ago or ever
since 1890 that resulted in lowering the elevation of Herman Lake from the meander

eon Hubbard testified that he bought his property on theeast side in 1972 and had
never done any maintenance on the ditch. Tr., p. 900, L.'l3 - 14; p. 904, L. 10 - 20.

corner elevation of 2,484. The lake was never at elevation 2,484 in 1890 nor 1899 nor
very likely at any time except maybe before 1,700 years ago.

SUMMARY
The evidence does not support the findings and conclusions that there was
around Herman Lake a line which the water impressed upon the soil by covering it for
sufficient periods to deprive the soil of its vegetation. Idaho Code s58-104 (9). The
evidence of the Mesenbrinks did not prove a precise location of any OHWM other than
the present level of Herman Lake.
The existence of a streambed before road construction and a culvert after
construction at a level two feet lower than the existing lake level and five feet lower than
the meander corner established by Albert Oliver completely negates any finding or
conclusion that there could have been a sustained lake level in 1890 three feet higher
than the present level of Herman Lake.
The Mesenbrinks have not established by clear and convincing evidence the
right to take real property of record title in the Hostermans and the Hubbards.
The Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Order and Judgment entered by
District Judge Michaud must be reversed with a final judgment on appeal either that the
Mesenbrinks have not proven the location of the OHWM in 1890 or that the level of
Herman Lake in 1890 was the same as the level existing at the time the complaint was
filed and this case tried.
Respectfully submitted, this -day
of April, 2008
Scott W. Reed, Attorney for Appellants
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Defendants Exhibit K

Hubbard property photos

Defendants Exhibit R

412006 Meckel photos

Defendants Exhibit JJ

USGS Curley Creelc Map with watershed outline

Defendants Exhibit ZZ

Map of meander points

Defendants Exhibit AAA

Profile of Ditch (2 photos)

Defendants Exhibit BBB

Photos of Trees (3 photos)

Defendants Exhibit CCC

Recording of elevations (4 pages including
Profile of Elevations Across Ground South of
Herman Lalte, August 18, 2006)
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Retula L. Birch
6 catkins pendent, fls 3 per cluster, each with 2-3 perianth segms, mostly 2 stamens, and 1
primary and 2 2ndary sobtending bracts; filaments short, bifid, each br with a single anther sac;
Q catkins mostly erect, the bracts 3-lobed, subtending (1) 2-3 naked Us: styles spreading,
stigmatose, ft a winged nutlet, deciduous with bracts of catkin; trees or shrubs with gen serrate
Ivs; bark gen '-c separable into thin layers strongly marked b y elongate lenticels. (Old 1, name
for the genus).
l a Shrubs up to 3 (6) m; wing of fr not so broad as nutlet; young twigs densely
puberulent and warty-glandular; If hls 1-2 (4) cm, crenate-serrate or serrate, rather leathery; wet ~laces,often in swamps; Alas s, in Cas and OM,
to Cal, e to Newfand ne US, and occ in Ida and Mont and in RM to Colo;'
1B. glaedulosa Michx.
bog b., scruhh.; 2 vars.
a1 Young twigs finely puber!ilent; If bls mostly oval,, suborbic~~lar.
or
obovate; pl 1-2 m; range of sp. except not w of Cas in W%, and only occ
vkr. glandulosa
so in n Ore (B. crenata)
a2 Young twigs C short-pubescent as well as puberulent; If bls C elliptic;
pI (1)2-5 (6) m: bogs in low! of PT, Wn, to nw Ore; CRG, and s in Cas to
Klamath Lake, Ore; Nall's b. (B. h.)
var. hallii (Howell) Hitohc.
Ib Shrubs or trees 4-20 m, wing of fr gen as broad as nutlet; young twigsglah
to crisp-puberulent, often not warty; If hls often > 4 cm, slightly lobed to
biserrate, scarcely leathery; mostly not in Swamps
2a Lf hls ovate, (2) 3.5-7 (11) cm, C acuminate, often slightly lobed, gen
biserrate and with turts of hairs in vein axils beneath; young twigs gen
finely puberulent or thickly crisp-pubescent (or both), mostly with f e y !if
any) crystalline-warty glands; hark often gray to ?ale coppery, rt readily
peeling; moist, open to dense woods of low1 or lower mts: Alas s,
mostly E Cas, srccpt in nw Wn, to ne Ore, e to Atl coast and s to n Ida
and to Mont, Colo, Ia, Ill, and NC; paper b.; 2 vars.
2 B. papyrifera Marsh.
a1 Lf bls 4 8 (11) cm, acuminate; Wigs not crystalline- glandular; range
olsp. in w US, except for that of var. subcordata; w p. b. ( B . andrewsii,
B. montnnensis, B. occidentalis)
var. commutata (Regel) Fern.
a2 Lf bls 3.5-5 cm, acute to slightly acuminate; twigs crystalline-glpdular; se Wn, ne Ore, and w Ida; nw p. b. (B. s.1
var. suboordata (Rydb.) Sarg.
2b Lf bls often elliptic, suborbicular, or obovate, (1) 2-4.5 (7)cm?rounded
to acute, not lobed, mostly once-serrate,. rarely hairy beneath in
vein-axils; young twigs crisp-puber'ulent to glab, mostly strongly crystalline-warty; bark coppery-red to purplish-brown, not readily peeling
3a Lvs gen elliptic, acute at base, acute or acuminate at tip, (2) 4-6 cm,
with or without tufted hairs in vein axils beneath; st C crystalline-glandular, gen puberulent or pubescent (or both) on young twigs;
occ hybrid of B. papyrifera X B. occidentnlis, known from se Wn and
vic, and from RM (B. X utnhensis)
3 B. X piperi (B1itt.J IIitchc.
3b Lvs C ovate, base rounded to Subcordate, rounded to acute at tip, (1)
2-4.5 (6) cm; sts gen strongly crystalline-glandular, but sometimes
otherwise glab; along streams or in moister for; Alas s, E Cas (always?)
to Cal, e to Sask, Dak, Wyo, Colo, Utah, and Ariz; water b., spring b.,
4 B. occidentalis Hook.
red b.; 2 vars.
a 1 Young twigs strongly pubescent and often puberulent; If hls gen
very hairy and with tufts of hairs in vein axils beneath; s BC and sc
var. inopina (Jeps.) Hitchc.
Ida to Utah and n Cal
a2 Young twigs glab to moderately pubescent; If bls rarely tufted-hairy
beneath; Alas s, mostly e of Cas in Wn and 0re;to Cal, common in
Ida and Mont, and to Sask, Dak, and NM (B. elrodiana, B. fontinvar. occidentalis
alis, B. grrthriei, R. obovata)

.-.-tl

nutlets
%us
s letula

r;

73
anthers; shrubs, 2-5 (12) m; moist to wet places, low to high mont;
Alas s, E Cas, to Cal, c to NS, s in RM to NM; mt a. (A. occidentalis,
A. rugosa, A. tenu$olin); ours the var. occidentalis (Dippel) Hitchc.
3 A. incana (L.) Moench
3 b Lf hls 1-2-serrate, elliptic or oblong-rhombic, 4 4 cm;stamens 1-3,
filaments mostly subequal to anthers; trees, 5-20 rn; BC s, E Cas, to
4 A. rhombifolia Nutt.
Baja Cal, e to w Ida; white a.

I

SALICACEAE
65
P. deltoides X P. nigra; the oldest name for such hybrids is prob P. canadensir Moench, the later
name P. eugenei Simon-Louis applying to the particular d clone gen distributed as Carolina p.;
it is intermediate in'growth form and lvs between P. deltoides and the Lombardy p., and it has
also been called P. canadensis var. eugenei (Simon-Louis) Schelle.
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l a Smooth-harked tree; buds shiny hut not resinous; bracts a persistent,
deeply few-lobed and strongly long-white-hairy; stnmens 6-14; caps
narrow and small, lnnceolnte or lance-ovate, 4-8 mm, 2-carpellate; stigmas
slenderly lobed; petioles strongly flattened laterally; Ivs not distinctly cartilaginous-margined;widespread in mts and lnostly E Cas, down to near sea
level w Cas, not confined to streambanks and lakesboies; Alas to Lab, s to
Cal, n Mea, Tenn, and NJ; asp, q. aspen, trembling a. ( P . uancouueriana, P.
1 P. trcmuloidcs Michx.
t. var. v.)
l b Rough-barked trees; buds resinous; bracts deciduous at anthesis, lacinint6-fringed, otherwise glab or weakly short-hairy; stamens 12-80 or more;
caps gen larger and relatively broader, 2-4-carpellate: stigmas broadly dilated, with irreg margins, petioles and lvs various; pls largely confined to
streamhanks and lakeshores
2a Ovary and yo~rngfr gen evidently hairy, seldom glab; lvs veryshongly
resinous, espwhen, young, distinctly paler beneath than above; petioles
terete or subterete; stamens gen 30-80; carpels 3; Ivs not notably cartilaginous-margined; along streams and lakeshores, or in moist regions okc
in better-drained soil away from water; Alas to BajaCal, both sides Cas,
to sw Alta, w Mont, Wyo, and, Utah; black c. (P. balsnmif~mvar. c(r1ifornicri, P. hrrstutu); closely related to the more e and n 4'. brilstrmlfera L.,
which differs in its narrower, glab, 2-carpellate ovaries and fewer (ca 20)
stamens. Around Flathead Lake, Mont, apparently P. t. hybridizes with
P: deltoides var. occidentalis; such hybrids have passed in herbaria, prob
erroneously, as P. besseyann Dode.
2 P. Fichocarpa T.& G.
2b Ovary and fr glab; Ivs not very strongly resinous, only slightly if at all
naler heneath:,~
other characters various but not combined as above
5 x f bls relatively broad, gen 0.8-i.3 times as long as wide, with truncate or subtruncate to reniform-cordate base, evidently cartilaginous-mafgined;petioles laterally flattened, elongate, gen > 315 as long as
bl; stamens gen 30-60; carpels 3-4; streambanks at low elev; mostly e
RM, sw Alta Lo Colo and Tex, e to Que nnd 171%w in Mont to Plathead and Sanders cos; ours is var. occident(t1is Rydb.; necklace p., Gr.
PI c. (P. o., P. monilqera var. o., P. surgentii)
3 P. deltoides Marsh.
3b Lf bls relativelv narrow. 1.4-5 times as long as wide. with narrowly to
fairly broadly cuneate o;rounded.ovate base, ohscu;ely if at all cartilaginous-margined;petioles shorter, seldom > 315as long as hl, dorsoventrally compressed to subterete; stamens 12-30; carpels 2-3
4a Lf hls mostly 1.4-2 times as long as wide, broadly cuneate to
rounded at base, with ~etioles113-315 as long; carpels 23;frsgendevelaping normally, hut d fls apparently unknown; perhaps a hybrid
between P. angustlfoliq and P. del~oidesvar. occident(r1isor (farther
s) P. fremontli; stleam banks, AIta and Mont (Flathead Lake) to e
Wyo, sw NM, Utah, and se Ariz, e to SD; Rydherg's c.
4 P. acuminata Rydb.
4b Lf bls mostly 25 times as long as wide, cuneate (rounded on large
Ivs of vigorons young shoots) at base, with petioles up to 113 as long;
carpels 2; strcambnnks, high plains to low mts; sw Alta, w Mont, c
and s Ida, se Ore, e Cal, and Ariz, e to SD, w Neb, NM, and n Mex;
black c., mt c., narrow-lvd c..(P. fortissima, P. b(t1rumifera var. rr., P.
cunadenri.~var. n.)
5 P, angustifolia James
~
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Salix L.

Willow

Aments gen erect or spreading, developing before the lvs (precocious), with them (coetaneous), or
inous); scales entire or erose or slightly toothed; fis with 1 or 2 short and broad to
gate protuberances (glands); disc none; stamens (1) 2 (-8); caps 2-valved, stigmas
n bifid; shrubs or occ trees, sometimes prostrate, gen in wet or moist places, esp
nd around bodies of water; winter buds with a single nonresinous scale. (The classorld spp. are often cult and occ apparently estab; both are trees with long, narrow,
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Plant Guide
BLACK
C0TTONVVOOD
Populus balsamifera L. ssp.
trichocarpa (Torr. & Gray ex
Hook.) Brayshaw
Plant Symbol = POBAT
Contributed by: USDA NRCS National Plant Data
Center & fhe Biota ofNorfh America Program

into their genetics and physiology. These are
extremely fast-growing and biomass-productive
when grown as short-rotation coppice or single
stems. On good sites, hybrid poplars grow faster than
any other northern temperate region tree and hybrids
are usually more widely adaptable than the parents.
They are easily propagated from stem cuttings, but
because of quick re-sprouting, replanting after
harvesting may be unnecessary, especially for short
harvest cycles. These trees have great potential for
conservation and ornamental plantings, paper, and
lumber and plywood. The wood is similar to that of
native black cottonwood, and branches and tops left
from pulp harvests can be converted to pelletized fuel
for use in power stations and home heaters.
Wildlfe: Black cottonwood provides food and cover
for a variety of wildlife species, including deer, elk,
and beaver. Large birds use the crowns for nesting
sites and various animals rely on the trunk cavities,
which commonly result from heart rot in most stands
nearing maturity. The rotten trunks of black
cottonwood provide an important wildlife habitat
otherwise scarce, especially of the Cascades.

USDANRCS NPDC
@PLANTS

Alternate names
Common black cottonwood, balsam cottonwood,
western balsam poplar, California poplar; Popzilus
trichocarpa Torr. & Gray
Uses
Industry: Black cottonwood is a commercially
valuable tree. Primary products include particle
board, plywood, veneer, and lumber. The wood is
light colored and light in weight; it is diffuseporous
(indistinct growth rings), with a fine, even texture.
The light weight, good nailing characteristics, and
light color of the lumber are ideal for manufacture of
pallets, boxes, and crates. It also is used in concealed
parts of furniture. The fibers are short and fine,
making the wood useful in production of pulp for
tissues and high-grade book and magazine paper.
Poplar hybrids, particularly Populus trichocarpa x P.
delfoides, are currently the subject of much research
Plant Materials <http://plant-materials.nrcs.usda.govl>
Plant Fact SheeWGuide Coordination Page <http://plant
National Plant Data Center <http:l/npdc.usda.gov>

Efhnobotanic: Disinfectant properties of resin from
buds were discovered by Native Americans, who
used the resin to treat sore throats, coughs, lung pain,
and rheumatism. It is still used in some modern
natural health ointments. Soap was produced from
the inner bark. The wood was used to make friction
fire sets.
Conservation: Black cottonwood is a very fastgrowing and potentially large tree, easy to establish,
and useful for shade and ornament. Black
cottonwood also has been planted as windbreaks and
shelterbelts and it is commonly used for screening
along motorways in Europe. The aggressive root
systems of black collonwood are effective soil
stabilizers and make the species useful in restoration
of riparian areas, where it also provides protection for
the aquatic environment, especially in helping to
maintain low water temperatures through shading.
The high nitrate uptake and extensive rooting of these
trees make them useful for buffer or "filter" planting
along streams in agricultural areas.
Status
Please consult the PLANTS Web site and your State
Department of Natural Resources for this plant's

current status, such as state noxious status and
wetland indicator values.

fruits nearly globular, 3-4 mm long, splitting into 3
parts. ........ P. trichocarpa

Description
General: Willow Family (Salicaceae). These are
native trees up to 30-60 m tall, usually with a
straight, branch-free trunk for more than half its
length, forming a broad, open crown in open sites;
bark gray to gray-brown on mature trees, deeply
furrowed into flat ridges on older portions. The
leaves are deciduous, simple, alternate, ovatelanceolate to deltate but variable in size and shape on
same tree, rounded or cordate at base, 7-12 cm long,
3.5-7.5 cm wide, hairless or nearly so, tlie margins
finely toothed, dark green above and slightly paler
beneath, commonly with whitish or brownish resin
blotches, turning yellow in autumn, the petioles
round, 3-4 mm long. Flowers male (staminate) and
female (pistillate), on separate trees (the species
dioecious), each type borne in pendent catkins, the
female elongating to 6-8 cm long. Fruits nearly
globular capsules 3-4 mm long,'splitting to release
the seeds; seeds ca.2 mm long, each with a tuft of
long, white, silky hairs ("cotton"), easily blown by
the wind. The common name is in reference to the
dark colored bark.

Brayshaw has recognized two varieties within
"subsp. trichocarpa:" Var. trichocarpa (in central
and coastal British Columbia and southward) and
Var. hastata (Dode) Brayshaw (mainly in the Rocky
Mountain region and central British Columbia)
Natural hybrids occur between black cottonwood and
other species: narrowleaf cottonwood (P.
angtrstifolia), eastern cottonwood (P. deltoides),
Fremont's cottonwood (P.ji.emontii), and rarely even
aspen (P. fremuloides).

Black cottonwood is the largest American poplar and
tlie largest hardwood tree in western North America.
Variation within the species: black cottonwood is
most commonly and widely known as the distinct
species Populus trichocarpa but is sometimes treated
as Populus balsamifera var. trichocarpa, the western
North American segment of the broader species P.
balsamifera (Brayshaw 1965,1976). Black
cottonwood and balsam cottonwood have similar
appearances, biological features, and ecology, and
they hybridize and introgress where their ranges
overlap. Still, they have essentially separate
geographic ranges, and, like various other species of
Populus that are separated by relatively small
differences, black cottonwood and balsam poplar
differ in a number of technical features, as partly
summarized here.
1. Petioles 7-10 cm long, ofken with glands at base;
terminal bud with 5 scales; staminate catkins 7-10 cm
long; mature pistillate catkins 10-13 cm long; fruits
ovoid, 6-7 mm long, splitting into 2 parts. .......... P.
balsamifera
1. Petioles 3-4 cm long, without basal glands;
terminal bud with 6-7 scales; staminate catkins 4-5
cm long; mature pistillate catkins 12-15 cm long;

Distribntion
The range of black cottonwood extends from Alaska,
including various islands, through coastal regions of
western Canada (Yulton, British Columbia, and
Alberta) into tlie northwestern US (Washington,
Oregon, Montana, Idaho, and Nevada; rare in North
Dakota, Wyoming, Utah, and California) and as far
south as Baja California Norte. For current
distribution, please consult the Plant Profile page for
this species on tlie PLANTS Web site.
Adaptation
Black cottonwood grows on alluvial sites, riparian
habitats, and moist woods on mountain slopes, at
elevations of 0-2100(-2750) meters. It often forms
extensive stands on bottomlands of major streams
and rivers at low elevations along the Pacific Coast,
west of the Cascade Range. In eastern Washington
and other dry areas, it is restricted to protected
valleys and canyon bottoms, along streambanks, and
edges of ponds and meadows. It grows on a variety
of soils from moist silts, gravels, and sands to rich
humus, loams, and occasionally clays.
Black cottonwood is a pioneer species that grows
best in full sunliglit and commonly establishes on
recently disturbed alluvium. Seeds are numerous and
widely dispersed because of their cottony h~fts,
enabling the species to colonize even burn sites, if
conditions for establishment are met. Seral
communities dominated or codominated by
cottonwood are maintained by periodic flooding or
other types of soil disturbance. Black cottonwood
has low drought tolerance; it is flood-tolerant but
cannot tolerate brackish water or stagnant pools.
Flowering occurs in late March to May (-June), just
before or during leaf emergence and fruiting occurs
in late May to early or mid-July.

Establishment
Black cottonwood begins producing seed at about 810 years - abundant seed is usually produced every
year. Seeds under natural conditions are short-lived,
usually for less than a month. Seed will readily
germinate on a variety of favorable sites, particularly
where mineral soil has been exposed or new soil
deposited. High germination rates and seedling
survival depend on continuously moist conditions,
such as in fresh alluvium, during the first month.

Collect seeds for propagation as capsules begin to
open (late May to mid July). Place in paper bags and
allow them to finish opening in warm area. They
need to be sown within a few days of ripening;
otherwise they may be kept viable for up to a year by
drying and storing cold in an air-tight container. In a
cold frame, sow on the surface or lightly cover the
seeds. Plant into permanent positions either in late
summer or the following spring, depending on
growtli oftlie young plants.

Maximum height and size are usually reaclied in 6075 years although some may continue to grow well
past that. Maximum age is at least 200 years.

Cuttings of twigs of the current season's growth, 2045 cm long and 1-3 cm diameter, taken during the
dormant season and with healthy axillary buds, can
be placed in a sheltered outdoor bed or directly into
permanentpositions. Plant with one bud above the
surface. Cuttings grown in a mist-propagator also
root easily. Nursery- or container-grown seedlings
and rooted cuttings establish easily and grow rapidly
on moist well-drained soils in full sun. Live stakes
should be 3.5 cm diameter and 1.2 m long, stuck
directly into ground on-site.

Black cottonwood sprouts readily from the stump and
roots as well as from branches and logs that are left
after logging. Small shoots with green leaves abscise
naturally and either root where they fall or are watertransported some distance before they root.
Management
In urban sites, the aggressive root systems of black
cottonwood can invade and damage drainage systems
and also may heavily draw available moisture from
gardens and building foundations, especially in clay
soil. Root suckers also may be considered a
maintenance problem, and the profuse production of
cottony seed from female plants can be a minor
nuisance. The shallow root system of black
cottonwood, especially on wet soils, make the species
susceptible to damage fiom ice storms, heavy snow,
and wind. Unseasonably early or late frosts may
damage saplings, but in dormancy, it is one of the
most frost-resistant trees in the northwestern USA.
Black cottonwood is susceptible to fire damage
because of its thin bark and shallow root system.
Seedlings and saplings are usually killed by fire of
any intensity, and all trees may killed by higliintensity fire. Even relatively cool fires may wound
older trees and open the way to heartwood decay.
Repeated fire at short intervals may permanently
exclude black cottonwood. Even so, post-fire
regeneration may be effective and rapid in black
cottonwood. Thickened bark on lower portions of the
trunk after 10-20 years affords better fire protection,
and moist soil contributes to the survival of
underground parts. Trees can quickly sprout from the
stump and roots following top-kill or damage by fire.
Abundant production of seeds and their wide
dispersal enable black cottonwood to rapidly colonize
large areas of moist soil after burns, which provide
ideal conditions of maximum light and bare mineral
soil.

C~~ltivars,
Improved and Selected Materials (and
area of nrigin)
Contact your local Natural Resources Conservation
Service (formerly Soil Conservation Service) office
for more information. Look in the phone book under
"United States Government." The Natural Resources
Conservation Service will be listed under the
subheading "Department of Agriculture."
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Plant Guide
PAPER BIRCH
Betaka papisera Marsh,
Plant Symbol = BEPA
Contributed By: USDA NRCS National Plant Data
Center

Pojar, & Coupe' 192). It is also used by native
Americans to make canoes, buckets, and baskets
The Shuswap were noted for their beautiful birch
hark baskets (lhid.). North American Indian tribes
used while birch to treat skin ~roblemsof various
rashes; skin sores, and burns ( ~ o e r m a n1998). The
bark has been used to make casts for broken bones.
Economic: White birch wood is used commercially
for pulpwood, plywood, veneer, and turnery. Tree
chips are used for paper manufacture and fuel.
Medicinal: A decoction has been used to treat
dysentery, various diseases of the blood, induce
sweating, and to ensure an adequate supply of milk in
nursing mothers (Moerman 1998). Birch gum could
have been medicinal for some stone-age gathers. The
chewable gum contains zylitol, a disinfectant, and
some terpenes, which could give the chewier a mild
buzz (MacKinnon & Pojar 1994).
Landscaping & Wildlife: Be fulapapyrifera is
commonly used as a landscape tree for it's striking
coloration. It is a desirable ornamental to be planted
around homes and public buildings, in parks, and on
campuses. Moose, snowshoe hare, and white-tailed
deer browse paper birch. Numerous birds and small
mammals eat the buds, catkins, and seeds.
Agroforestry: White birch is used in forested riparian
buffers to help reduce stream bank erosion, protect
aquatic environments, enhance wildlife, and increase
biodiversity.

0 A.V. Lozhkin
Atlas of Beringia
Natinnal Oeennic R- Amornheric Administration

Alternative Names
White birch (B.p. var. paperfera), paperbark birch,
silver birch, canoe birch; western paper birch (B. p.
var. commutata), mountain paper birch (B. p. var.
cordijolia), Kenai birch (B. p. var. kenaica)
Uses
Ethnobotanic: The sap and inner bark is used as
emergency food (MacKinnon & Pojar 1994). White
birch can be tapped in the spring to obtain sap from
which beer; syrup, wine or vinegar is made. The
inner bark can be dried and ground into a meal and
used as a thickener in soups or added to flour used in
making bread. A tea is made from the root bark and
young leaves of white birch. The Shuswap made
soap and shampoo from the leaves (MacKinnon,

Status
Please consult the Plants Web site and your State
Department of Natural Resources for this plant's
current status, such as, state noxious status and
wetland indicator values.

Description
General: Birch family (Betulaceae). White birch is a
deciduous small to medium sized native tree. The
leaves are alternate, ovate or triangular, five to ten
centimeters long. The flowers are male and female
flowers in separate catkins two to four centimeters
long, the catkins break up at maturity (MacKinnon &
Pojar 1994). The fruits are mature seed catkins that
are three to five centimeters long. The hark is thin,
smooth, dark red to almost black on young stems,
becoming reddish-brown and then bright creamy
white (Farrar 1995).

Plant Materials <http:ilplant-materials.nrcs.usda.govi>
Plant Fact SheeWGuide Coordination Page <http:l/plant-materials.nrcs.usda.goviintrane~pfs.html>
National Plant Data Center <http:/inpdc.usda.gov>

Distribution: White birch is native in Northern North
America. It is widely distributed from northwestern
Alaska east across Canada to Labrador and
Newfoundland, south in northwestern states to
Pennsylvania and Iowa and in the western states to
Montana and northeastern Oregon (Viereck & Little
& 1972). For current distribution, please consult the
Plant profile page for this species on the PLANTS
Web site.
Adaptation
White birch is adapted to avariety of soils. It grows
best in well-drained acid, sandy or silty loam, in cold
soil temperatures and ample moisture. It is not
tolerant of drought, compacted soils, or areas with
high air temperatures. This species grows best in full
sunlight and is very shade intolerant. It does not
perform well in harsh conditions or heat and is not
tolerant of pollution.
Establishment
Propagationfvom Seed: Propagation by seed requires
that the seed is best sown as soon as it is ripe. Sow
the seeds in containers or seed trays containing a seed
germination medium to which a slow release
fertilizer is added. Firm the medium and sow the
seed thinly and evenly on top, and cover with
medium to a depth of medium (Heuser 1997). Place
the pots in a sunny location in a cold frame. Plant
seedlings into their permanent positions in late spring
or early summer. When seedlings are large enough
to handle they should be placed into individual pots
and grown in a cold frame for their first winter.
Management
Fertilization and irrigation should be done to
maintain white birch vigorous condition and to help
prevent borer infestation. Don't prune this birch or
other birches until summer because they are
"bleeders" and should not be cut when the sap is
flowing.
White birch is susceptible to bronze birch borer and
birch leaf minor.
Cultivars, Improved and Selected Materials (and
area of origin)
Readily available at nurseries. Contact your local
Natural Resources Conservation Service (formerly
Soil Conservation Service) office for more
information. Look in the phone book under "United
States Government". The Natural Resources
Conservation Service will be listed under the
subheading "Department of Agriculture."
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n, rridum is distinguished by concave, ovate-oblong leaves nar~ r thut
, acute point. The costa ends about midleaf and the upper
~ s ~ . ~slightly
l l y inrolled making the leaf look more slender than
7 !alar cells in most Hygrohypnun species are not inflated and
1, ,tinpishes themeasily from CalJkrgon species, while theleaves
arter and blunter than in species of Drepanocladus. The cells are
w i ~ hrounded ends, rather than linear with pointed ends. The
:I lightly falcate-secund. Look for this species below Athabasca
r ational Park, where it forms carpets in the splash zone below
)ut 12 additional species are found in our area.

Campylium stellahlm. The genus
Campylium contains species with
squarrose-spreading leaves that are
broad at their base and narrow to a
channelled, slender apex. This
structure gives the mats a bristly
appearance. The six species of the
genus in our area occur in very
different habitats. Although pleurocarpons, C, stellaturn is a moderate-sized moss that grows in an ascending
manner. The bristly appearance and widely spreading leaves are chamcteristic.
From above, the plants appear "star-shaped" with many points. There is
only a short costa, or in some leaves it is lacking. Sporophytes are very rare.
~ampyliutnpolyfamum is similar to C. srz//atu~ibut uccuri in less rich sites
and has a costa and less spreading lcavcs. Canrpylivm sr,~llatumis a dominant
component of rich fens and occurs in the hollow-hummock sequence typical
of these highly calcareous fens. The sequence, from pool to hummock, is
Scorpidium scorpioides Drepanocladus revolvens - Campylium stellatum - Tomenlhypnum nitens. Campylium stellatum forms lawns and mini-hummocks,
however expect your feet to get wet when you collect it.
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hbestiiis anextremely

; aquatic

moss. The
jstrong costa and are
ilcate-secund. This
Le the size of other
h which it can occur.
i smaller
species,
pneumn commutanrm,
(species,Drepanoclaly truly aquatic as is
i more long and have
. ',.,.>JLC~ or represented only by the costa in thelowerporti?ns
tvsh off by the strong current of the montane streams m which
tinalis is occasional inour areaand either has strongly keeled leaves
tr rant pools and slowly flowing streams. Scorpidium scorpioides,
.g bmerged, can be as large but it is found in lakes and fen pools
:ox.in texture.
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Campyliunt halleri forms reddish-brown, spreading mats on calcareous cliff
faces. This is one of the few pleurocarpous mosses thar attaches direcrlv to
a rock face; it is rarely found on soil, debris or in crevices. The leavesare
ail squarrose-recurved and arranged in a compact, tidy manner. Sporophytes
are often present. Hypnum recurvanrm is somewhat similar, but has falcatey d leaves. Campylium Lalleri is a rare moss; it has been found occasionally
in the calcareous canyons of Jasper-Banff-Kananaskis area of Alberta, but
is more common in the Alaska-Yukon region and is widely scattered in British
Columbia.
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